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Abstract. Explosions inflict severe damage to building structures and threaten national security 
as well as social stability; their scope of impact and damage level is subject to the energy contained 
in the shock waves. Explosion testing is limited by the test site and amount of explosive used; a 
large scale explosion test is not viable. Therefore, numeric analysis is adopted as the preferred 
research method instead of an actual field test. The application of finite element analysis requires 
consideration of the complexity of an analysis model and the mesh density. An explosive load 
violent enough to cause distortion to mesh cannot reveal the actual mechanical behavior and will 
compromise the convergence and accuracy of the results. The purpose of this study is to analyze 
the optimal mesh density of the finite elements under an explosive load, in order to explore the 
element mesh convergence and to compare the results with the experimental. The results of this 
study can reasonably simulate an explosion effect, achieve the convergence as indicated by 
calculation results, and provide a foundation upon which future dynamic mechanic studies may 
establish numerical models. To enhance the calculation accuracy, this study adopts a fluid 
dynamic analysis program, LS-DYNA, finite element analysis software, to conduct Fluid-Solid 
Interaction (FSI). A TNT free-field explosion simulation is analyzed for mesh density 
convergence under an explosive load. The analysis results reveal a pattern where the shock wave 
diminishes as it moves further away from the explosion point. The results may serve as reference 
for studies involving the numeric analysis of explosions. 
Keywords: explosion load, optimal mesh density, arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method, 
overlapping mesh method, fluid-solid interaction methods. 
1. Introduction 
An explosion is a process in which large amounts of physical or chemical energy are rapidly 
released, that is, a phenomenon of energy rapidly releasing due to large amounts of energy in a 
limited volume over an extremely short period of time. The pressure created by an explosion 
involves a rapid increase in atmosphere; a dynamic pressure, similar to wind pressure, is formed 
behind the explosion pressure. When explosion pressure reaches a surface, reflective waves form. 
During this process, part of the energy is delivered to the ground, causing a ground shockwave. 
When the wave comes into contact with other objects during the delivery process, it produces 
vibration pressure called an explosion effect. When an object is subject to an explosion effect, 
tremendous stress waves form from within, compromising the stability of the internal material [1]. 
Prior to the national security planning and engineering design of demolition, the damage 
inflicted by an explosion must be carefully evaluated. Explosions constitute a highly nonlinear 
issue with very complicated mechanical behavior, making it difficult for precise analysis. In most 
cases, the analysis is conducted by cross-verifying the data and results of numerical simulation 
analyses acquired from experiments. Explosion testing requires colossal budgets with limited test 
sites and is inherently dangerous, which means that relevant on-site tests are limited. To avoid 
possible danger, computer-aided engineering analysis is used so that explosion experiments can 
be replaced by numerical simulations. However, the reliability of numerical simulation analysis 
relies on the precision of a model and is subject to the mesh module. 
A shock wave is formed in the air during an explosion. Near the blast center, an air shock wave 
has high speed and strength. These are key parameters in determining the effect of destruction 
caused by an explosion [2, 3]. Explosion analysis includes experimental analysis and numerical 
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simulation analysis. Acquisition of data from the blast experiments is hard to acquire because a 
blast experiment is denied to most research institutes due to high budgets, safety concerns and 
material restrictions. Therefore, most researches concerning blast analysis adopt numerical 
simulation and compare their results with military blast standards. Bergeron et al. [4] and Wang 
[5] conducted a series of experiments to analyze the force of land mines against vehicles by 
detonating 100 g of C-4. Ma et al. [6] simulate a detonation wave transferred underground and 
studied the impact that spectrum characteristics of a detonation wave bring to a building structure. 
Crandle [7] studied the delivery rhythm of seismic waves created by a demolition blast, factors 
affecting vibration strength and the damage inflicted by a demolition blast. Kivity et al. [8] used 
3D software to simulate a small scale ammunition depot explosion experiment. The results showed 
that, free-field blast pressure extreme is about 1/3 that of a surface blast. Also, when simulation 
data were compared with experimental results, the blast pressure extreme showed a 15 % relative 
error. Other researchers also found that the predicted values of blast pressure near the blast center 
had higher errors, and that the relative errors away from the blast center are smaller [9-11]. 
The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method widely adopted in various fields of 
research. Geotechnical engineering often needs to deal with complex geometry, variances in 
material properties, and nonlinear behavior of materials [12, 13]. FEM is a combination of 
multiple numerical methods; it reasonably combines the abovementioned features and provides 
analysis results with comprehensive information about the displacement field and stress field as 
reference for an engineering design. The FEM divides deformable into a mesh according to their 
unlimited degree of freedom, thus simplifying them into a limited degree of freedom to enable the 
research to generate the desired results. The finer the mesh and the larger the number of the 
element, the higher the accuracy of the analysis will be. However, numerical errors may 
accumulate. The larger the number of mesh cells, the longer the time required for hardware 
computation and the more the computation resource is consumed. To concurrently satisfy both 
accuracy and efficiency of the simulation results, an analysis on the mesh convergence of the finite 
elements model is needed. Gebbeken and Ruppert [14] in 1999 built an embedded-mesh model. 
The fluid mesh and the solid mesh were built independently. The fluid mesh adopts a shared 
common mode, and the solid mesh adopts a contact mode. The coupling of fluid and solid is 
established by mesh overlapping. They suggest that the solid mesh density should be at least 
double that of the fluid mesh. Other studies [15-17] have been conducted on the integration of 
FEM with a deterministic model for explosion analysis. However, the element mesh convergence 
of potential instability caused by explosions due to layout designation was no in-depth taken into 
account in these researches. 
The dynamic mechanical behavior of explosions mainly concerns about the analysis of the 
chronicle reaction of a dynamic load, in which on-loading time is short and vibration frequency is 
high. This is a topic for the dynamic analysis of the instantaneous dynamic. In addition, material, 
geometry and status are all highly nonlinear [18, 19]. To address the issues concerning the subject 
of this study, a numerical analysis tool must have the following criteria: (1) possess a characteristic 
time of loading and response within a millisecond; (2) be adequate for material nonlinearity, 
geometric nonlinearity and status nonlinearity; (3) allow the simulation of high nonlinear dynamic 
analysis; (4) be able to handle the issues of material requirements and interface between soft and 
hard material and (5) be capable of analyzing a great shift or great deformation of material being 
subject to stress. In consideration of the characteristics and requirement of the nature of the 
research subject and according to software function analysis and comparison, LS-DYNA, a 
dynamic mechanics analysis software, best suits the simulation of violent impact and effects from 
explosion for this study, in terms of its theory, material model, function, status formula and 
damage standard. It has the advantage of handling nonlinearity and great deformation behavior in 
a 3-dimensional space structure; this makes it ideal for solving nonlinear topics like high speed 
impact and explosion. This study uses explosion testing experiment data to cross verify with 
numerical analysis, and establishes a reasonable mesh density model as the foundation for 
numerical analysis of the damage and impact resulting from an explosion. 
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2. Research methods 
The primary research method used in this study is cross verification between the experimental 
and numerical analysis results. Experimental data is compared with numerical simulations; the 
experimental data is used as reference to verify the numerical simulation reliability. Analysis of 
finite element mesh convergence under an explosive load is conducted to provide reference for 
establishing an explosion data analysis model. 
2.1. Numerical analysis method 
This study mainly applies the basic concept of the FEM to analyze mesh convergence of the 
dynamic behavior of an explosion. The FEM of LS-DYNA is used in numerical analysis because 
it simultaneously offers explicit and inexplicit solutions and is based on the coupling of fluid and 
solid numerical model developed by Lagrangian and Eulerian (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian, 
ALE). The fluid dynamic program is based on continuum mechanics theory; it may be used to 
fully describe the dynamic gaseous behavior of explosions and analyze fluid-solid interactions, 
including dynamic topics like geometric nonlinearity, material nonlinearity and contact linearity. 
2.1.1. Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method 
The Lagrangian descriptive method, also known as the material descriptive method, defines 
finite element mesh on the analysis subject in a material grid. When material moves or deforms, 
the element node moves along with the particles of the material. In terms of the mesh, the mass of 
the element remains unchanged, and the node’s position on an object remains stationary. When 
an object deforms, the node moves in space along with the object, and the element also deforms 
accordingly. A benefit of the program is that it precisely describes marginal movement caused by 
shifting and stress developed by the material; it is ideal for analyzing the deformation process of 
material, tracking times of material particles and describing shifting and deformation with 
precision. The shortfall is that the program may terminate computation due to numerical error; 
when extreme deformation develops on a mesh, the changes of shape and element mesh of the 
analysis subject are exactly the same, and a negative volume develops from great distortion and 
deformation of the mesh. Therefore, numerical simulation of explosions is not ideal for this 
descriptive method. 
The Eulerian descriptive method, also known as the space descriptive method, is based on a 
space grid and the analysis materials are mutually independent. When material moves or deforms, 
only the material particles move within the mesh accordingly to another element. The method is 
primarily used to handle the problem of a deformation of material. The benefit is that the mesh 
system remains fixed and does not create problems under distortion and deformation. It allows for 
control of the fluid flow and gas expansion. The shortfall is that, when passing through a material 
interface, the physical ratio of the expanding material in proportion to the mesh is difficult to 
obtain, and the material margin needs a larger space. Therefore, when developing the element 
mesh scope, all material space must be included. 
The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian descriptive method has the simultaneous benefits of both 
the Lagrangian descriptive method and the Eulerian descriptive method. This method not only 
overcomes the problem of computation termination due to difficulty of numerical computation 
caused by excessive deformation of the mesh element, but also effectively controls and tracks the 
movement behavior of the structural boundary. When applied to real-time analysis of fluid-solid 
integration dynamics, the Eulerian descriptive method is used for fluids and the Lagrangian 
descriptive method is used for solids. The ALE descriptive method first executes one or several 
Lagrangian mesh computations. The units of the mesh, at this time, deform as the material flows. 
Then, Eulerian mesh computation is executed; while the object’s boundary conditions remain 
unchanged after deformation, the mesh is reassigned for internal units, and the unit variances (such 
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as density, energy and stress tensor) within the deformed mesh and node speed are assigned to the 
newly defined mesh. This method overcomes the shortfalls of the Lagrangian descriptive method 
and the Eulerian descriptive method, and allows researchers to tackle the issues of great 
deformation and shifting from collision, explosion and high speed impact [20-22]. 
2.1.2. Element type and time integration 
LS-DYNA offers diversified element types. It takes into account differences among analysis 
types and computational methods and allows choices of element types. This study chooses the 
ALE method and combines a 3-dimensional, 8-node solid element for analysis computation. It is 
a 3-dimensional solid structure model, and the elements are defined in 8 nodes, where each node 
is given a level-shifting degree of freedom in -, - and -directions. The degree of freedom of 
velocity and acceleration are also given. In all, there are 9 degrees of freedom for each node. When 
subject to compressive stress or great deformation, the volume cannot be zero. This type of 
element is applicable in explicit dynamic analysis [23]. 
Shock analysis is an issue of short-time dynamics. A differential equation is concerned with 
derivatives of time and space, and must be able to effectively solve time integration. This type of 
differential equation is further divided into explicit and implicit time integrations. The explicit 
type uses a solution for a previously known time to find the solution for the next time. In other 
words, it uses the vector of a known time to express a new vector. On the other hand, an implicit 
type uses an iterative method to find a solution. Regular differential equations express time 
integration as follows [24]: 
 = − 	
 = 
, (1) = ∫ 
 Δ, (2) =  + 
1 −  , (3) =  + Δ + 
1 − . (4)
In Eq. (4), when  = 0, then  =  , which means   may be obtained from the value 
of the previous time. This is an explicit method. On the contrary, when  ≠ 0, then   must be 
obtained from the values of the previous time and the next time, and the iterative method must be 
applied. This method is an implicit type. 
In an explicit time integration method, a central difference method is better for computation of 
nonlinear topic. Its benefit is that it is not required to compute the combination matrix and mass 
matrix of all elements; only the dynamic equation needs to be solved. Its shortcoming is that the 
accuracy of the diagonal mass matrix is subject to the effectiveness of element discretion. The 
central difference method, an explicit method in LS-DYNA, is briefly described below [25].The 
central difference method assumes the relationships among acceleration, velocity and shifting to 
be: 
! = " − Δ −  − #Δ $ = 1Δ% 
# − 2 + , (5)' = 12Δ 
−# + . (6)
The variance between the above two equations is Δ%. To find the answer for shifting at the 
time  + Δ, consider the dynamic equation for time (): 
(! + ) = *
. (7)
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Apply Eqs. (5) and (6) in Eq. (7): 
1Δ% ( = *
 − "+ − 2Δ% ($  − 1Δ% (# . (8)
Eq. (8) reveals that  is apparently derived from the shifting of the previous time; only the 
balance conditions at time () need to be taken into consideration. This is the benefit of explicit 
time integration. Explosion analysis is an issue of short-time dynamics; it requires a time interval 
that is very small. Explicit time integration is the primary time integration method in LS-DYNA. 
This method is a conditional, stable computation method. Therefore, this method is better for 
analyzing explosion phenomenon. 
2.1.3. Control of time-step computation 
In the explicit time integration method, time (Δ) must be small to prevent excessive error from 
occurring during computation; this is the conditional stability of explicit time integration. The 
amount of Δ of different types of elements requires different computation methods, related to the 
element’s length and material’s sound speed. Eq. (9) shows the formula for Δ  used for the 
elements selected in this study. When computing time ,, the program automatically divides , into ,/Δ cycles; therefore, the time required for computation in the program depends a great deal on 
the amount of Δ. The amount of Δ depends on the mesh size. The finer the mesh, the longer the 
computation time required and the higher the precision. 
For solid elements: 
Δ. = /.{1 + 
1% + 2%3 %4 }, (9)
1 = 6732 + 78/.|'::|  for   ':: < 0,0   for   ':: ≥ 0.  (10)
The time-step (Δ) in the central difference method must be smaller than the threshold value; 
if it is larger than the threshold value, the central difference method value becomes unstable. The 
criteria for a stable Δ of the 3-dimensional, 8-node solid element in LS-DYNA are described 
below: 
/. = >.?.@AB . (11)
The wave speed of regular elastic material (fixed bulk modulus) is: 
2 = C 43F8 + "GF$HI
3 %4 . (12)
For elastic material with a fixed bulk modulus, it is: 
2 = J K
1 − L
1 + L
1 − 2LF , (13)
where 1 is function representation of volume viscosity coefficient 78 and 73; /. is feature length; >. : element volume; ':: : strain rate tensor; ?.@AB : area measurement of the longest side; 2: 
material sound speed; F is mass density; K: Young’s modulus; : shear modulus; L: Poisson ratio. 
As a result, Δ is determined by the smallest mesh element. The density of the mesh determines 
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computational precision, stability and computation time. For stability, LS-DYNA manual suggests M ≤ 0.9; for explosion phenomenon, M ≤ 0.67 [25]. 
2.2. Explosion test 
Numerical model establishment, simulation experiment and parameter analysis need test data 
for analysis. The purpose of explosion testing is to obtain the air pressure data on TNT detonation 
in a free-field, and to verify the accuracy of the numerical analysis. This study plans a near-ground 
aerial blast to obtain the pressure’s maximum value and detonation wave depletion features in the 
free-field for cross-verification between numerical analysis and the standard empirical formula. 
The free-field explosion test as planned uses 1.0 lb (453.593 g) of TNT, and a blast pressure 
meter is placed 200 cm from the detonation. The test site is illustrated in Fig. 1. The apparatus 
used includes a PCB type 137A23 detonation pressure meter. A signal is produced by 
piezoelectricity, and the maximum detonation pressure measurable is 6,895 kPa. The data capture 
system includes an oscilloscope and a channel signal regulator. The signal produced by the 
detonation pressure meter is sent to the oscilloscope through the channel signal regulator. When 
the detonation pressure exceeds 5 kPa, a signal is recorded. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Layout of free-field blasting site. Explosion 
test as planned uses 1.0 (lb) of TNT, blast pressure 
meter is placed 200 cm from the detonation 
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of simplified 1/4 model  
of free-field blast 
3. Design of numerical simulation 
The results from numerical simulation are influenced by the mesh density and time-step (Δ). 
Convergence analysis is required prior to establishing a numerical model, in order to obtain the 
optimal mesh density and time-step. 
3.1. Analysis model 
This study adopts a numerical simulation method with consideration of fluid-solid interaction, 
and uses LS-DYNA as the analysis tool to study TNT detonation in a free-field and analyze finite 
element mesh convergence under a dynamic load. The Eulerian descriptive method is used for 
dynamite and air numerical models, and the Lagrangian descriptive method is used for the earth 
to establish numerical analysis models of fluid-solid interaction, in order to conduct convergence 
analysis of mesh density and time-step. 
The analysis model is established with an 8-node solid element. ALE is adopted for 
computation and the unit is 2O − P − QR . Fig. 2 show the simplified 1/4 model used in the 
numerical analysis. The air dimension is 260×260×180 (cm), and the air element is defined as an 
ideal gaseous state. A reflective boundary is set to ‘none’ to simulate an explosion in an infinite 
area. The TNT setting is rectangular in shape, 1.0 lb (453.593 g) in weight, with 1.63 g/cm3 in 
density. The dynamite is set at the center of the model at 115 cm above ground. The detonation 
point is the center of the dynamite. The measurements of soil are 260×260×20 (cm). With the 
model’s symmetry, 1/4 of the model is used for analysis. 
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3.2. Material constitutive law and equation of state 
The material constitutive law is expressed with a stress tensor and strain tensor; it describes 
the constitutive law of material constituted with a material phenomenon. Under a static state, stress 
and strain descriptions are sufficient to express behavioral patterns of material that has been 
subjected to force. However, if the material strain is excessive, the application of an Equation of 
State will be needed. 
An equation of state (EOS) primarily describes the relations among pressure, temperature, 
volume, density and internal energy of the material constitutive law. It can also describe the 
relationship between changes in pressure, a material’s internal energy and density and volume, 
after being subject to an explosion or collision. For the state of high velocity, high temperature 
and high pressure from an explosion, the EOS is needed to describe the material’s behavior, in 
regard to change in volume, to realistically simulate the material’s dynamic response. 
3.2.1. Air material models 
Table 1 shows the material parameters of air. This study used the MAT_NULL material model 
to simulate air, and equations of state EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL were used to describe the 
material model as in Eq. (14). The ideal-gas equation can be simplified as Eq. (15) (Set  73 + 7% + 7S + 7T = 0, and let 7U = 7V = W − 1) [23]: 
* = 78 + 73 + 7%Q% + 7SQS + 
7U + 7VQ + 7TQ%K8, (14)* = 
W − 1 F F8⁄ K8, (15)
where K8 is the internal energy per initial volume, Q is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity, 73, 7%, 7S, 7U, 7V, 7T are constants, and Y is the relative volume, W is the ratio of specific heats of air, F8 is the initial value of air density, and F is the current air density. 
Table 1. Material parameters of the air model F (g/cm3) K8 (J/m3) Y (g/cm3) 7U 7V 
1.29 2.5×105 1.0 0.4 0.4 
3.2.2. Explosive material models 
Table 2. JWL and material parameters for TNT explosive model F (g/cm3) >Z (cm/μsec) *[\ (Mbar) ? (Mbar) ] (Mbar) 
1.63 0.693 0.21 3.712 0.03231 ^3 ^% OMEGA (_) Y K8 (J/m3) 
4.15 0.95 0.3 1.0 0.07 
The MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN material model was used to simulate the high 
explosive model. Eq. (16) is the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) EOS for high explosives [26]. The 
relevant parameters are shown in Table 2: 
* = ? "1 − _^3Y$ K@#`a + ] "1 − _^%Y$ K@#`b + _K8Y , (16)
where ?, ], ^3, ^%, and _ are constants pertaining to the explosive, Y is the relative volume, K8 
is the initial energy per initial volume and K@: material internal energy. Table 2: F is the mass 
density, >Z is the detonation velocity, *[\ is the Chapman-Jouget pressure. 
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3.2.3. Soil material models 
The soil composition model of this study was proposed by Krieg [27]. Taking isotropic 
plasticity theory as the starting point, there is compressible plasticity in the material. This model 
can be used in porous material, such as soil, rock and concrete. Based on the above description, 
the experimental parameters of [5] were used for analysis, and the relevant parameters are given 
in Table 3. 
In the Table 3: F is the mass density,  is the shear modulus, )c is the bulk modulus, d0, d1, d2 are yield function constant for plastic yield function below, and *ec  is the pressure cutoff for 
tensile fracture. 
Table 3. Material parameters of the soil model F (g/cm3)  (MPa) )c  (MPa) d8 d1 d2 *ec (MPa) 
1.8 0.000639 0.3 3.4×10-13 7.03×10-7 0.3 –6.9×10-8 
4. Results and discussion 
This study combines test results and simulation results to discuss the applicability of an optimal 
mesh density and time-step. 
4.1. Numerical mesh convergence analysis 
This study used the ALE description method to analyze the coupling effect of fluid and solid. 
Gebbeken and Ruppert [14] used a modeling method with independent fluid and solid meshes, 
wherein the fluid mesh used the common point method and the solid mesh used a contact mode; 
coupling of fluid and solid was established by overlapping the meshes; according to their 
recommendation, fluid mesh size should be smaller than 1/2 of the size of the solid mesh or, solid 
mesh density should be at least twice as high as that of the fluid mesh. Therefore, using the TNT 
edge length as the base for mesh density in the analysis, and because a 1.0 (lb) spherical TNT had 
the dimensions of 6.56×6.56×9.3 (cm) after being converted into rectangular shape, the 
dimensions of a simplified 1/4 model would be 3.28×3.28×9.3 (cm). Six simplified 1/4 models of 
different mesh densities were constructed with mesh edge length equal to 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6 
and 0.5 times (represented by M1, M2, M3, M4, M5 and M6) of the TNT edge length; 3D solid 
164 solid elements were used to construct a physical model with solid element mesh that’s twice 
the size of fluid element mesh; the time step scale factor was equal to 0.6. These models were used 
to conduct mesh density convergence analysis. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 3. Numerical mesh convergence analysis conducted comparisons of blast pressure at 50 cm from the 
blast center a) blast pressure duration curve and b) relative error percentages 
The mesh convergence analysis used the numerical model with the highest element mesh 
density, M6 (element mesh edge length equals to 0.5 times of the TNT edge length), as the base 
to compare the blast pressures, as well as the relative errors, of numerical models M1-M6 at the 
same locations. Relative error percentage (%) = (Coarse mesh blast pressure – finer mesh blast 
pressure) / finer mesh blast pressure × 100 %. Figs. 3-6 show the comparison charts of blast 
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pressure duration curves and blast pressure relative errors at 50, 100, 150 and 200 cm from the 
blast center. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 4. Numerical mesh convergence analysis conducted comparisons of blast pressure at 100 cm from the 
blast center a) blast pressure duration curve and b) relative error percentages 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 5. Numerical mesh convergence analysis conducted comparisons of blast pressure at 150 cm from the 
blast center a) blast pressure duration curve and b) relative error percentages 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 6. Numerical mesh convergence analysis conducted comparisons of blast pressure at 200 cm from the 
blast center a) blast pressure duration curve and b) relative error percentages 
The results of the analysis indicated that the blast pressure extremes show a decreasing trend, 
and that the density of mesh affected the peak values and the decreasing rate. At 50 cm distance 
from the blast center, only the blast pressure relative error percentage of model M5 fell within a 
reasonable range; the rest were all greater than 5 %. At 100, 150 and 200 cm from the blast center, 
the relative error percentages were all smaller than 5 %. This indicated that the numerical model 
with higher element mesh density has smaller blast pressure relative error than that of lower mesh 
density. In addition, blast pressures at a close distance to the blast center were greatly affected by 
mesh density; the results from a low density mesh model were less accurate. The comparison of 
different mesh dimensions was also conducted to confirm the applicable distance and range of 
each mesh. According to the analysis result, for the near-field blast effect to be investigated in this 
research, mesh dimension M6, i.e. mesh edge length equal to 0.5 times of the dynamite’s edge 
length, was chosen as the base mesh edge length for subsequent blast analysis and time step scale 
factor analysis. 
4.2. Time step convergence analysis 
Time step is affected by its scale factor (TSSFAC), as shown in Eq. (17) [28]. A common 
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default scale factor used to calculate time step is 0.9. But, the scale factor should be lowered to 
0.67 or less for an explosion or blast numerical analysis to increase the computational stability. 
Time step scale factor analysis used 6 models with TSSFAC = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 
(represented by TS1, TS2, TS3, TS4, TS5 and TS6). Blast pressures of each model were compared 
with that of TS1 to determine a time step scale factor parameter suitable for this study: 
Δ = ,ff	?7 ⋅ 
h@.Hi 7j⁄ , (17)
where TSSFAC: time step scale factor; h@.Hi: minimum mesh density; 7j: wave length. 
According to the result of mesh density convergence analysis, mesh with edge length equal to 
0.5 times of the dynamite edge length was chosen as the standard mesh for the time step scale 
factor analysis. To use the TNT edge length as the base for mesh density in the analysis, a 1.0 (lb) 
spherical TNT was converted into a rectangular shape with dimensions of 6.56×6.56×9.39 cm); 
thus, the dimensions of a simplified 1/4 model would be 3.28×3.28×9.3 (cm). Using 0.5 times the 
dynamite edge length as the base, the size of the fluid mesh would be set at 1.64 cm, and the solid 
mesh set at 3.28 cm. Octahedral solid elements were used to construct a physical model to conduct 
the time step scale factor convergence analysis. 
Time step convergence analysis conducted comparisons of blast pressure and relative error to 
investigate its convergence. Blast pressure of TS1 (TSSFAC = 0.1) was used as the base value to 
compare the blast pressures of numerical models TS1–TS6 measured at the same distance; also, 
relative errors were calculated for comparison. Blast pressure relative error percentage (%) = 
(larger time step scale factor–smaller time step scale factor)/smaller time step scale factor×100 %. 
Figs. 7-10 show the comparison charts of blast pressure duration curves and blast pressure relative 
errors at distances of 50, 100, 150 and 200 cm from the blast center, respectively. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 7. Time step convergence analysis conducted comparisons of blast pressure at 50 cm from the blast 
center a) blast pressure duration curve and b) relative error percentages 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 8. Time step convergence analysis conducted comparisons of blast pressure at 100 cm from the blast 
center a) blast pressure duration curve and b) relative error percentages 
The result of the convergence analysis of time step scale factor (TSSFAC) 0.1–0.6 indicated 
that scale factor TSSFAC = 0.1 had the longest computation time (11 hrs, 1 min, 27 sec), and 
TSSFAC = 0.6 had the shortest computation time (1 hr, 58 mins, 18 sec). The relative errors of 
blast pressures for different time step scale factors, when compared to TSSFAC = 0.1, were all 
smaller than 1.2 %; the errors fell below 0.1 % as the distance increased. The result of the analysis 
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also showed that the blast pressure duration curves from the scale factor simulation analysis almost 
overlap each other; no obvious difference was observed. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 9. Time step convergence analysis conducted comparisons of blast pressure at 150 cm from the blast 
center a) blast pressure duration curve and b) relative error percentages 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 10. Time step convergence analysis conducted comparisons of blast pressure at 200 cm from the blast 
center a) blast pressure duration curve and b) relative error percentages 
The above results indicated that time step scale factor had little influence on the blast pressure. 
Considering the computation time and stability, this study recommends using TSSFAC = 0.3 as 
the time step scale factor for subsequent research. 
4.3. Comparisons numerical analysis with experimental results 
According to the results obtained from the study of mesh density and time-step factors, it is 
confirmed that the element mesh is 0.5 times the side length of the dynamite, and the time-step 
factor is 0.3. A numerical model for TNT detonation in a free-field is simulated to acquire the 
explosion history curve. The analysis results are then compared with the experimental results to 
verify the convergence of the numerical model. 
Fig. 11 illustrates the relationship between the blast pressure duration curves from the 
numerical analysis and experimental result at a measuring point 200 cm from the blast center. The 
figure reveals that the distribution of the numerical model’s explosion pressure shares the same 
pattern as that of experimental result. The simulation’s peak blast pressure value of 100.82 kPa 
had a relative error of – 11.57 % when compared to the experiment’s peak blast pressure value of 
114.01 kPa. Relative error percentage (%) = (Blast pressure of numerical analysis – blast pressure 
of experiment) / Blast pressure of experiment × 100 %. Results from the numerical analysis were 
consistent with related literature and validated the accuracy [8], as well as the applicability, of the 
analysis and physical models in this study. 
Despite the fact that the numeric results and empirical formulas are not precisely identical and 
that, due to explosion complexity, the parameters of material and equations of state obtained and 
summarized from the test are not entirely consistent, the results from the simulation basically 
conform to objective facts. Therefore, it is confirmed that when an element mesh density is 0.5 
times that of the side length of the dynamite and the time-step factor is set at TSSFAC = 0.3, an 
optimal analysis is allowed for numerical simulation of a free-field TNT explosion. 
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Fig. 11. Blast overpressure duration curves by 1.0 (lb) TNT of experiment and simulation  
at 200 cm from the blast center 
5. Conclusions 
When using the FEM for simulation computation, the precision level of the mesh density 
influences the results of a later study. This study establishes a numerical model of free-field 
explosions for simulation analysis based on an on-site explosion test. It confirms fluid and solid 
interaction in explosions and conducts a convergence analysis of mesh density and time-step 
control criteria. By comparing analysis results and experimental Results, the convergence of the 
numerical model is verified. The analysis results reveal that analyzing explosion phenomenon 
using the fluid-solid interaction method enables the study of explosion pressure wave 
dissemination with better accuracy. 
Mesh density convergence analysis indicated that numerical models with higher element mesh 
density had smaller blast pressure relative errors than the ones with lower mesh density; 
close-range blast pressures were affected significantly by the mesh density, such that lower density 
mesh at close range could produce less accurate results. According to the results of the analysis 
and considering near-field blast effect, element mesh edge length equal to 0.5 times of the 
dynamite edge length was the better mesh density for the analysis. Time step scale factor 
convergence analysis produced relative errors smaller than 1.2 %, and the blast pressure 
distribution curves with various scale factors in the blast pressure distribution chart almost 
overlapped with each other and showed no obvious difference. Considering the computation time 
and stability, TSSFAC = 0.3 is recommended as the scale factor for subsequent research. They 
allow a convergent and stable numerical model and optimal analysis results. This provides a 
reference for future studies of designs of numerical analysis for explosion and protection. 
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